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My research focuses on developing new methods to study nonlinear partial differential equations
(PDEs), and, in particular, problems concerning properties of solutions of fully nonlinear elliptic
and parabolic equations, homogenization of Hamilton-Jacobi equations, calculus of variations and
regularity theory. It is often the case that the nonlinearity of the equations poses serious difficulties
and creates obstacles to deeper understanding of the solutions. Next, I describe some of my recent
work and future projects in four main areas.

1 Homogenization of Hamilton-Jacobi equations

Homogenization theory aims to identify and study macroscopic behavior of PDEs which typically
have high oscillations in the space (or space-time) variables. In the context of first-order Hamilton-
Jacobi equations, for each ε > 0, we study

uεt +H
(
Duε,

x

ε

)
= 0 in Rn × (0,∞). (1.1)

Basic problems include (I) well-posedness: obtaining the existence of limiting effective equation

ut +H(Du) = 0 in Rn × (0,∞) (1.2)

as ε → 0; (II) understanding finer properties of the limiting process and the effective equation.
PDEs are usually set in self-averaging (periodic, almost periodic or random) environments. In
the periodic setting, (I) is quite well established for some nonlinear PDEs such as first-order and
second-order Hamilton-Jacobi equations, fully nonlinear elliptic equations. However, very little is
known about (II) because of the nonlinear nature in these equations.

1.1 Optimal rate of convergence in periodic setting

In this subsection, we assume that the Hamiltonian H(p, y) is Zn-periodic in the y variable, and
coercive in the p variable. One of the most important questions in homogenization theory is about
the optimal rate of convergence of uε to u on Rn × [0,∞). Although qualitative homogenization
results were proved by Lions, Papanicolaou, Varadhan [61] circa 1987, no quantitative estimate
was discovered in next 13 years. In 2001, Capuzzo-Dolcetta and Ishii in their pioneering work [19]
established that ‖uε − u‖L∞(Rn×[0,∞)) ≤ O(ε1/3). An outstanding open question is whether this

rate O(ε1/3) can be improved, and in particular, when can we obtain O(ε) rate which, if holds, is
optimal. One of the major difficulties is that the effective Hamiltonian H is determined through
H in an extremely nonlinear way by the cell problems (1.3) below.

In 2018, together with Mitake and Yu [73], I have discovered new and natural connections
between the rate of convergence and structures of orbits in Aubry-Mather sets, which enable to
employ powerful tools from Aubry-Mather theory and weak KAM theory. Here, we assume further
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that H(p, y) is convex in p. It turns out that the key difficulty in obtaining optimal convergence
rate is actually a dynamical system problem. More precisely, let ξ be a backward characteristic of

H(p+Dv, y) = H(p) in Tn = Rn/Zn. (1.3)

Here, for each p ∈ Rn, there exists a unique constant H(p) ∈ R such that (1.3) has a solution
v ∈ C(Tn). Note that H is convex. Then, the rate of convergence of uε to u is related to how fast

the average slope of this backward characteristic, ξ(t)
t , converges to its rotation vector q ∈ ∂H(p).

Let me describe the main results that we obtained in [73]. In one dimension, the optimal
rate O(ε) is proved. In two dimensions, for k-homogeneous Hamiltonians (that is, H(sp, y) =
|s|kH(p, y)), Mitake, Yu, and I also got the optimal rate by using the new connections above
together with two dimensional topology.

ξ̃

ξ
η0 η1 η2

Figure 1: Orbits in Mather set M̃p and {ηk}k∈Z in two dimensions

In higher dimensions (n ≥ 3), the situation is much more delicate because of complicated features of
non-integrable Hamiltonian systems. We showed that uε− u ≥ −O(ε) always, which gives optimal
one-sided bound. To get the optimal bound on the other side at a given (x, t) ∈ Rn × (0,∞), we
need to assume that u is differentiable at (x, t), and H is twice differentiable at p = Du(x, t). This
additional assumption is technical, but natural in a sense as u and H are differentiable, and twice
differentiable a.e., respectively.

1.2 Inverse problems in periodic setting

A basic and fundamental question is that how can one read off microscopic information if given
macroscopic (averaging) information? In [64], together with Luo and Yu, I posed some inverse
problems to study the relation between the Hamiltonian H and the effective Hamiltonian H in an
extrinsic way. A prototype question is as following.

Question 1. Let V1, V2 ∈ C(Rn) be two given potential energy functions which are Zn-periodic.

Set H1(p, y) = |p|2
2 + V1(y) and H2(p, y) = |p|2

2 + V2(y) for all (p, y) ∈ Rn × Rn. Suppose that H1

and H2 are effective Hamiltonians corresponding to Hamiltonians H1 and H2, respectively. If

H1 ≡ H2,

then what can one conclude about the relations between V1 and V2?

This is a part of the exciting projects of going beyond the well-posedness of the homogenization
and understanding deep properties of the effective Hamiltonian, which are in general extremely
hard. In [64], we provided detailed and complete analysis in one dimensional space (H1 ≡ H2
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if and only if V1 and V2 have the same distribution). In case of multi dimensions, under decay
assumptions on V1, V2, we proved that∫

Tn
V1 dx =

∫
Tn
V2 dx and

∫
Tn
V 2
1 dx =

∫
Tn
V 2
2 dx.

It was conjectured in [64, Remark 1.1] that under the setting of Question 1 and some further
reasonable assumptions on V1, V2, then V1, V2 have the same distribution.

In a joint work with Yu [87], I verified partially this conjecture under an additional assumption
that each of V1, V2 contains exactly 3 mutually non-parallel Fourier modes. In [64, 87], we introduced
the method of asymptotic expansion at infinity to read off information of H1, H2 at infinity, and
hence, relations between V1 and V2. The conjecture is still open in general settings.

Besides, Jing, Yu, and I [55] studied the effective burning velocity from a combustion model. The
level sets of the effective burning velocity is convex, but not much else is known. We investigated
the non-roundedness, flatness of the level sets of the effective burning velocity, which is a type of
inverse problems. A similar question to Question 1 was also addressed and analyzed.

1.3 Stochastic homogenization of Hamilton-Jacobi equations

Stochastic homogenization of first-order and second-order Hamilton-Jacobi equations has received a
great deal of attention in the last 20 years. The stochastic homogenization of first-order Hamilton-
Jacobi equations was established independently by Souganidis [84], Rezakhanlou and Tarver [80].
Later and again independently, Lions and Souganidis [62], Kosygina, Rezakhanlou, and Varadhan
[56] proved stochastic homogenization for second-order (viscous) Hamilton-Jacobi equations using
different methods and complementary assumptions. See also [21, 30, 57, 63, 66, 75, 83, 88] and the
references therein. A new method to prove homogenization by using the so-called metric problems
(or maximal subsolutions) was introduced in [6] by Armstrong and Souganidis for first-order equa-
tions, and in [7, 8] by Armstrong and I for second-order equations. In [23], Ciomaga, Souganidis,
and I used the metric problems to get homogenization of interfaces moving with changing sign veloc-
ity. All the results mentioned above are for convex/quasi-convex Hamiltonians as there is the need
of using convexity/duality methods to overcome the lack of compactness of the stationary ergodic
setting. One of the prominent open problems in the field was to prove/disprove homogenization in
the nonconvex setting.

In [9, 10, 79], my collaborators and I studied the homogenization problem (1.1) with

H(p, y) = H(p) + V (y).

The Hamiltonian H : Rn → R is a deterministic function which satisfies H(p)→ +∞ as |p| → +∞.
In particular, H is not assumed to be convex. The potential V is a bounded, stationary random
field sampled by an ergodic probability measure. The main question is that, in the limit as the
length scale ε > 0 of the correlations tends to zero, whether the solution uε of (1.1), subject to
an appropriate initial condition, converges to the solution u of the effective, deterministic equation
(1.2).

In [9], Armstrong, Yu, and I showed that, for H(p) = (|p|2−1)2, a prototype nonconvex function,
(1.1) homogenizes for stationary-ergodic potentials in all space dimensions n ≥ 1. Using some ideas
from [9], in the next paper [10] we proved, in n = 1, that (1.1) homogenizes for general H. Although
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the arguments are confined to one space dimension, this is the first stochastic homogenization result
for a general class of nonconvex Hamilton-Jacobi equations.

A lot of progress has been made in this exciting field since then. Gao [41] generalized the result
in [10] to the general non separable Hamiltonians in n = 1. Qian, Yu, and I [79] introduced a new
and robust decomposition method to obtain min-max formulas for a class of nonconvex effective
Hamiltonians, and then obtained stochastic homogenization for this same class in multi dimensions.
It is important noting that results in [79] includes a case that H has a strict saddle point and V
has large oscillation and homogenization holds. The strategy developed in my papers [9, 10, 79] by
identifying the shapes of H qualitatively is still the only method to prove homogenization for general
stationary ergodic setting.

On the other hands, Ziliotto [90], Feldman and Souganidis [40] gave counterexamples that
homogenization of (1.1) fails in multi dimensions. Basically, they showed that if H has a strict
saddle point, then there exists a random potential V with small oscillation such that homogenization
does not hold. More or less, the obtained results in [9, 10, 79, 41, 90, 40] for first-order equations
provide satisfactory answers to the open problem in general stationary ergodic setting.

For second-order equations in general stationary ergodic setting, the problem seems harder, and
there were some first results recently by Davini, Kosygina [29], Kosygina, Yilmaz and Zeitouni [58]
in one dimension. In certain special random environment like finite range dependence (i.i.d), there
are interesting works of Armstrong and Cardaliaguet [3], Feldman and Souganidis [40].

Besides, homogenization in dynamic random (space-time stationary ergodic) environment is
trickier, and there are many open questions to be studied. See the results of Kosygina, Varadhan
[57], Schwab [83], Nolen, Novikov [75], Jing, Souganidis and I [53, 54], Burago, Ivanov, Novikov
[14] in this direction.

Some proposed problems

Problem 1. Assume that a ∈ C2(Tn, (0,∞)) and H(p, y) = a(y)|p|. Then, (1.1) has furthermore
a front propagation structure. Obtain the optimal rate of convergence unconditionally for n ≥ 3.

Problem 2. Study Question 1 in the case that V1, V2 have k mutually non-parallel Fourier modes
when k ≥ 4 (note that the case k ≤ 3 was already analyzed by Yu and I [87]).

2 Level-set mean curvature flow equations with driving and source
terms, and applications to a crystal growth model

Together with Giga and Mitake, I study a level-set forced mean curvature flow equation motivated
by a crystal growth phenomenon described below. The crystal grows in both vertical and horizontal
directions. The vertical direction growth is stimulated by a nucleation, and the horizontal one is
given by a surface evolution, which is described by the mean curvature with unit constant force.
Under these assumptions, the equation of interest isut −

(
div

(
Du

|Du|

)
+ 1

)
|Du| = f(x) in Rn × (0,∞),

u(·, 0) = u0 on Rn.
(2.1)
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The initial data u0 ∈ BUC (Rn, [0,∞)) is the height of the crystal at the beginning. The source
term f : Rn → [0,∞) is a bounded, compactly supported function, which may be discontinuous.
The unknown function u(x, t) describes the height of the crystal at location x ∈ Rn at time t ≥ 0.

Hypotheses:
1. There is a source term c1E which
stimulates the nucleation.
2. Each level set evolves following the law
V = κ+ 1, where κ is its mean curvature, in
the direction of the outer normal vector.

Figure 2: Crystal growth model for (2.2)

2.1 Discontinuous source

One particular concern is the case where u0 ≡ 0, and f is given by a multiple of a characteristic
function c1E(x), where E ⊂ Rn is a given compact set, and c > 0 is a given constant. In this
setting, (2.1) becomesut −

(
div

(
Du

|Du|

)
+ 1

)
|Du| = c1E in Rn × (0,∞),

u(·, 0) = 0 on Rn.
(2.2)

Equation (2.2) was derived and studied by Giga, Mitake and I [42]. The following is a sketch
background of (2.2) from the theory of crystal growth [15]. One considers a perfectly flat surface
of a crystal immersed in a supersaturated media. The crystal grows by catching adatoms. Assume
that there are no dislocations on the surface so that no spiral growth is expected. Multinucleation
growth model was originally introduced by Hillig [49] and developed in many ways especially to
calculate the growth rate of the crystal surface (see [89]). There are several multinucleation growth
models in the literature, including [42], which is considered as a kind of the birth and spread model
[77, Section 2.6] originally proposed by Nielsen [74]. In the birth and spread model, an island of a
layer of width d of molecules, which looks like a pancake, is attached on the crystal surface at the
first nucleation. This pancake-like shape spreads to the surface with a finite speed

V = v∞(ρcκ+ 1), (2.3)

where V and κ, respectively, denote the outer normal velocity of the lateral part of the island, and
the outward curvature of the curve bounding the set in the plane where the island and the original
crystal surface touches. The constants ρc > 0 and v∞ > 0 are the critical radius and the step
velocity [15], respectively. The second nucleation will start either on the top of the island or on
the crystal surface and it also spreads afterwards. These phenomena are experimentally observed
in the literature [82] but it is less often than spiral growth. We normalize v∞ = ρc = 1 to get (2.2).
Note that as the source term is discontinuous, one needs to consider the maximal viscosity solution
u to (2.2).
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The main questions of interest to both scientists and mathematicians [49, 89, 82, 42] are about
the asymptotic behaviors of the height of the crystal, that is, the behaviors of maximal solution
u(x, t) as t → ∞. A first question along this direction is about the growth rate of the crystal as
following.

Question 2. Let E ⊂ Rn be a compact set, and u be the maximal viscosity solution to (2.2).
Study the asymptotic growth speed of the crystal surface, that is,

lim
t→∞

u(x, t)

t
for each x ∈ Rn.

Giga, Mitake and I [42] answered Question 2 for the case that E = B(0, R) for some R > 0.
This is quite a natural situation when there is only a single source at the origin of size B(0, R).
In this case, as u is radially symmetric, we used ODE techniques and optimal control theory to
analyze u. It turns out that the critical radius is R0 = n − 1 in this problem. If R < n − 1, u is
bounded globally in Rn × [0,∞), and the asymptotic growth speed is 0 uniformly for x ∈ Rn. If
R > n− 1, then the asymptotic growth speed is c locally uniformly for x ∈ Rn. In the case of the
critical radius (R = n − 1), u(x, t) = ct1B(0,n−1)(x) for (x, t) ∈ Rn × [0,∞), which yields that the

asymptotic growth speed is c uniformly on B(0, n− 1), and is 0 uniformly on Rn \B(0, n− 1).
The non radially symmetric case seems much harder, and is still quite open. By the usual

comparison principle, the case that E ⊂ B(0, n− 1) (small source) has 0 asymptotic growth speed,
and the case that B(0, R) ⊂ E for some R > n− 1 (large source) has c asymptotic growth speed.
The case that E 6⊂ B(0, n − 1) and B(0, n − 1) 6⊂ E (medium source) is not yet well understood,
and some preliminary results were obtained in [42]. See the very interesting paper of Li, Tilbury,
Kim, Doherty [60] in material science for further details.

Figure 3: Birth and spread model in two dimensions with complicated source c1E

2.2 Continuous source

One of the main difficulties in dealing with Question 2 is the discontinuity of the source term, which
limits the usage of various possible tools in viscosity solutions. As one can approximate any such
discontinuous source term by nice functions, we may assume that the source f ∈ C1

c (Rn, [0,∞))
and u0 ∈ BUC (Rn, [0,∞)). Let u be the unique solution to (2.1). In 2018, together with Giga,
Mitake, and Ohtsuka [43], I proved that

cf = lim
t→∞

u(x, t)

t

exists, and is independent of x. To get the asymptotic growth rate, it is quite natural to keep track
with and analyze the maximum height of the crystal over time. More precisely, for each t ≥ 0,
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let m(t) = maxx∈Rn u(x, t). By the comparison principle, one finds that m enjoys the subadditive
property, which, together with the global Lipschitz regularity of u, implies the existence of cf .

Of course, it is extremely important to study the dependence of f 7→ cf both numerically and
theoretically. This question is a step beyond the well-posedness theory (existence and uniqueness
of cf ). As f 7→ cf is highly nonlinear and unstable in some sense, understanding this dependence is
a very challenging problem. In [43], under an additional assumption that f is radially symmetric,
we obtain precise formula for the asymptotic speed by using tools from optimal control theory. We
then give several nontrivial properties of the asymptotic speed in non-radially symmetric setting.
Various numerical results are done to examine this asymptotic speed.

Besides, when f ≡ 0, together with Giga and Zhang [44], I study the obstacle problem with
mean curvature flow and unit constant force. We prove well-posedness, large time behavior, and
characterize the limiting profile in some cases.

Some proposed problems

Problem 3. Study the next terms in the asymptotic expansion of u(x, t) as t → ∞. A heuristic
way to see the expansion as t→∞ is to look for solutions of (2.1) of the separable form u(x, t) =
ct+ v(x). If f ∈ C1

c (Rn, [0,∞)), then c = cf , and v solves

−
(

div

(
Dv

|Dv|

)
+ 1

)
|Dv| − f(x) = −cf in Rn. (2.4)

Problem 4. Study further the dependence of f 7→ cf , and use it to study Question 2 in case E is
of medium size (that is, E 6⊂ B(0, n− 1) and B(0, n− 1) 6⊂ E).

3 Vanishing discount procedure of fully nonlinear elliptic PDEs

One of the key objects in my research is cell (ergodic) problem (1.3), which plays a central role in
KAM, weak KAM, and periodic homogenization theories. In a general fully nonlinear degenerate
elliptic form, the ergodic problem looks like

F (x,Du,D2u) = c in Tn = Rn/Zn. (3.1)

As ergodic problem (3.1) is not monotone in the unknown u, that is, it does not contain a term
like δu for some δ > 0, it has many viscosity solutions of different types in general. It is extremely
important to study deep properties of these solutions (dynamical aspects, regularity, representation
formulas, uniqueness set) and the corresponding ergodic constant c ∈ R.

3.1 Vanishing discount procedure: Selection problem

A common way to study (3.1) is to use the vanishing discount procedure, which was pointed out
first by Lions, Papanicolaou and Varadhan [61]. This procedure, which arises in optimal control
theory and differential game theory, makes each approximated equation monotone and hence each
has a unique solution. More precisely, for each λ > 0, we consider

λuλ + F (x,Duλ, D2uλ) = 0 in Tn. (3.2)
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Two natural questions arise: (i) Does the whole family of approximate solutions {uλ}λ>0 converge
to a unique limit? (ii) If it converges, then which solution of the corresponding ergodic problem is
the limit (which solution is selected)?

There has been substantial progress in the study of these two questions in the case of convex F ,
that is, F = F (x, p,X) is convex in (p,X). The first order case (F (x, p,X) = H(x, p)) was done by
Davini, Fathi, Iturriaga, Zavidovique [28] by using optimal control formula and weak KAM theory.
The possibly degenerate viscous case (F (x, p,X) = H(x, p)− tr (A(x)X)) was examined by Mitake
and I [71] by using the nonlinear adjoint method. Then, the most general case, the fully nonlinear
degenerate elliptic setting, was investigated by Ishii, Mitake and I [51, 52]. In each case, (i) holds
true and the limit is characterized in term of invariant Mather measures.

Moreover, Ishii, Mitake and I [51, 52] got new representation formula for uλ via a duality method
in calculus of variations, which were not known in the literature earlier. To describe this, let us as-
sume A is a compact metric space, and F (x, p,X) = maxα∈A (−tr a(x, α)X − b(x, α) · p− L(x, α)),
where a ∈ C(Tn×A, Sn+), b ∈ C(Tn×A,Rn), L ∈ C(Tn×A,R), and Sn+ is the set of all nonnegative
definite matrices. For φ ∈ C(Tn ×A), define

Fφ(x, p,X) = max
α∈A

(−tr a(x, α)X − b(x, α) · p− φ(x, α)) ,

and consider the problem

λu(x) + Fφ(x,Du(x), D2u(x)) = 0 in Tn. (3.3)

Define
Fλ = {(φ, u) ∈ C(Tn ×A)× C(Tn) : u is a subsolution of (3.3)} .

Because of the convexity nature, we proved that Fλ is convex. For a fixed z ∈ Tn, define the
evaluation cone Gz,λ ⊂ C(Tn ×A) by

Gz,λ = {φ− λu(z) : (φ, u) ∈ Fλ}.

Let R denote the space of Radon measures on Tn×A and P denote the space of Radon probability
measures on Tn ×A. The Riesz representation theorem ensures that the dual space of C(Tn ×A)
is identified with R. In this viewpoint, for φ ∈ C(Tn ×A) and µ ∈ R, set

〈µ, φ〉 =

∫
Tn×A

φ(x, α) dµ(x, α).

Let G′z,λ denote the dual cone of Gz,λ, that is,

G′z,λ = {µ ∈ R : 〈µ, f〉 ≥ 0 for all f ∈ Gz,λ}.

We then showed that

λuλ(z) = min
µ∈P∩G′z,λ

∫
Tn×A

L(x, α) dµ(x, α). (3.4)

The representation formula for uλ can be seen as a natural generalization of the Hopf-Lax formula
and the optimal control formula of that of first order equations. This new formula will be useful
in the development of fully nonlinear PDE later on. These four results [28, 71, 51, 52] more or
less conclude the convex case. The general nonconvex setting is still open, and there are some first
results in this direction by Gomes, Mitake and I for first order equations [47].
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3.2 Uniqueness set

Together with Mitake in [72], I provided a new and simple way to find uniqueness sets for (3.1)
in cases of first and second order Hamilton-Jacobi equations (F (x, p,X) = H(x, p) − tr (A(x)X))
by using a PDE approach based on the nonlinear adjoint method. This uniqueness result for first
order equations has been study earlier in the literature in the context of weak KAM theory by
Fathi [37], Fathi and Siconolfi [39]. Our result for second order case is new in the literature.

By normalization, we assume c = 0. Let M̃ be the set of all minimizers of the problem

min
µ∈F

∫∫
Tn×Rn

L(x, v) dµ(x, v),

where

F =
{
µ ∈ P(Tn × Rn) :

∫∫
Tn×Rn

v ·Dφ− tr (AD2φ) dµ(x, v) = 0 for all φ ∈ C2(Tn)
}
.

Let u1, u2 be two solutions to (3.1). We showed that, if∫∫
Tn×Rn

u1(x) dµ(x, v) ≤
∫∫

Tn×Rn
u2(x) dµ(x, v) for all µ ∈ M̃,

then u1 ≤ u2 in Tn.
The nonlinear adjoint method was introduced by Evans [33] to study the gradient shock struc-

ture in the vanishing viscosity procedure of nonconvex Hamilton-Jacobi equations. The basic idea
is to look at the linearized operator of the nonlinear equation and study the adjoint equation to this
linearized operator. I have been developing this method in various aspects to get new estimates and
conservation laws to study degenerate elliptic/parabolic PDEs. In [85], I studied rate of convergence
of various nonconvex, static Hamilton-Jacobi equations. In [17], Cagnetti, Gomes, and I were suc-
cessful in constructing Mather measures in the nonconvex setting. Then, Cagnetti, Gomes, Mitake,
and I [16] proved large time behavior for possibly degenerate viscous Hamilton-Jacobi equations,
hence solved an open problem in this direction.

Some proposed problems

Problem 5. Find a representation formula of the solution of the following Dirichlet problem{
F (x,Du(x), D2u(x)) = 0 in Ω,

u = g on ∂Ω,
(3.5)

where F is assumed to be uniformly elliptic here. Note that uniform ellipticity yields that (3.5)
has a unique solution. If possible, find connections to the Green formula for −∆ and use the new
representation formula to derive some regularity results.

Problem 6. Study the uniqueness set for (3.1) in the most general setting.
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4 Large deviation in evolutionary games

One direction that I am currently working on that I do not describe in details here is large deviation
in evolutionary games. This is an ongoing project joint with Sandholm (economics department,
UW Madison).

In our first completed paper, Sandholm, Arigapudi, and I [81] characterize solutions of a class of
time-homogeneous optimal control problems with semilinear running costs and state constraints as
maximal viscosity subsolutions to Hamilton-Jacobi equations, and show that optimal solutions to
these problems can be constructed explicitly. We present applications to large deviations problems
arising in evolutionary game theory. These models concern behavior in populations of N � 1
strategically interacting agents, where each agent’s payoffs depend both on his/her own actions
and on the distribution of choices of other agents. The behavior of the population is modeled as a
Markov chain. Each agent occasionally receives opportunities to switch actions, and decides whether
to switch actions and which action to choose by applying a simple myopic rule parameterized by a
noise level η > 0. These noisy best response rules place most probability on the currently optimal
action, but place positive probabilities on all actions. We study the behavior of these Markov chain
XN,η on discrete grids XN of mesh size 1

N in the probability simplex in the small noise double
limit, that is, we let η → 0+, and N →∞ in this order.

When the noise level is small, so that agents nearly always choose actions that are currently
optimal, the process XN,η quickly moves toward a recurrent class of the zero-noise process, which
often corresponds to a Nash equilibrium of the underlying game. However, the noise in agents’
decisions ensures that the process will occasionally transit between Nash equilibria. We describe
the large deviation properties in this small noise double limit as solutions to continuous optimal
control problems, in which the paths move on the simplex X = limN→∞XN . Existing results on
Hamilton-Jacobi equations only permitted the computation of solutions to these problems in cases
where the constraint that the state remains in X is not binding, that is, the optimal paths transiting
between the Nash equilibria do not run on the boundary of X . The main results in [81] allow us
to verify optimal value functions whether or not the state constraints bind, greatly expanding the
class of environments in which large deviations and stochastic stability properties can be explicitly
determined.

Figure 4 presents the optimal feedback control for the transition problem to equilibrium e3 in
a game with three pure population states e1, e2, e3. We observe that the optimal paths from states
in triangle e2y

13ỹ13 each have a portion on segment y12y13, part of the boundary of X .

B3

e1

e2 e3

x13

y12 y13

x12

y13˜

y12˜

Figure 4: Optimal feedback controls for the problem of transitions to state e3.
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